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ABSTRACT 

Oxaloacetic acid (OAA) is a 3-oxocarboxylic acid formed from the oxidation of succinic 

acid. OAA and other 3-oxocarboxylic acids experience a decarboxylation reaction in aqueous 

solutions which can be catalyzed by ammonium and amines. This catalysis has not been studied 

under atmospherically relevant conditions despite interest in OAA in the atmosphere. To address 

this, 1 mM solutions of OAA were prepared with varying concentrations of ammonium sulfate, 

ammonium bisulfate, ammonium chloride, and sodium sulfate to simulate various atmospheric 

conditions. The extent of the decarboxylation was monitored using UV-visible absorption 

spectroscopy. OAA’s uncatalyzed decarboxylation lifetime was around 5 h. Under moderately 

acidic conditions representative of aerosol particles (pH=3-4), the decarboxylation rate increased 

linearly with ammonium concentration up to about 2.7 M, after which additional ammonium had 

no effect. The effective lifetime of OAA reduced to approximately 1 h under these conditions. 

Density functional theory calculations support the proposed catalytic mechanism, predicting the 

free energy barrier height for decarboxylation to be approximately 21 kcal/mol lower after OAA 

has reacted with ammonium. In more acidic solutions (pH<1), OAA’s decarboxylation was 

suppressed, with lifetimes of tens of hours, even in the presence of ammonium. Comparison of the 

decarboxylation rate with the expected rate of oxidation by OH suggests that decarboxylation will 

be the dominant loss mechanism for OAA, and presumably other 3-oxocarboxylic acids, in aerosol 

particles and cloud/fog droplets. This result explains why OAA is hard to detect in field 

measurements even though it is a known oxidation product of succinic acid. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The importance of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation and aging has been 

recognized based on SOA’s ability to affect climate, air quality, and health.1 SOA is generally 

comprised of molecules containing carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl functional groups.2 

Oxocarboxylic acids and dicarboxylic acids comprise a major fraction of SOA mass as a result of 

their low vapor pressures.3 Their abundance in atmospheric water is also high as a result of their 

high polarity.4 Their prevalence in SOA and water solubility makes dicarboxylic acids, 

oxocarboxylic acids, and oxodicarboxylic acids (molecules that have two carboxyl groups and at 

least one keto group) good representative molecules for SOA found in the aqueous phase, such as 

aerosol liquid water or cloud droplets, and studying their possible aqueous reactions is important 

for understanding the fate of SOA molecules dissolved in atmospheric water.3,5–12  

The ionic strengths for atmospheric water generally fall between 10-5 and 10-2 M for 

cloud/fog water and in excess of 1 M in deliquescent aerosol particles.8 The major contributors to 

the ionic strength are sulfate and ammonium ions, especially in areas dominated by anthropogenic 

emissions of ammonia and sulfur dioxide,5 but other inorganic ions including nitrate, chloride, and 

sodium also contribute. These hygroscopic species have the potential to affect the chemistry of 

SOA in the aqueous phase through various mechanisms. Ammonium ions are especially interesting 

in this regard because they directly affect the pH, and they can act as a catalyst for various 

processes by reacting with carbonyl and other oxygen-containing groups.13,14 One such 

ammonium-catalyzed process is the main focus of this work. 

Oxaloacetic acid (OAA) is a 3-oxodicarboxylic acid – a class of compounds which are 

known to undergo the decarboxylation reaction shown in simplified Scheme 1. OAA can be 

formed by the oxidation of succinic acid,15 which is prevalent in the atmosphere,9,12 and OAA has 

recently been observed in atmospheric aerosols.6,7,16 Previously, the decarboxylation reaction of 

3-oxocarboxylic acids has been suggested by Römpp et al.11 to explain the absence of 3-

oxodicarboxylic acids detected in field data, despite their assumed formation and detection in 

laboratory-generated SOA. In fact, it has been known for some time that OAA’s decarboxylation 

reaction can be catalyzed by ammonium and other amines.17 Since OAA is an important molecule 

in the citric acid cycle,18 this decarboxylation reaction and response to ammonium and amines has 

been reported in previous studies, usually under more neutral or basic conditions and ionic 
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strengths and temperatures more representative of the human body.19–22 The behavior of OAA 

under the higher ionic strength conditions of deliquescent aerosol particles has not been studied. 

 

Scheme 1. The decarboxylation reaction of OAA reported by Thalji et al.22 adjusted to represent 

majority species at pH 3 to 4 by not deprotonating the carboxylic acid at carbon 4. The pKa of the 

carboxylic acid at carbon 1 is 2.15, and the pKa of the carboxylic acid at carbon 4 is 4.06.23 The 

reaction is catalyzed by forming an imine as shown. 

The ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation of OAA has not been studied with theoretical 

methods. Previous theoretical calculations have provided many mechanistic insights into catalysis 

of reaction by diamines, although with the important limitation that they do not exhaustively 

explore possible decarboxylation pathways. Song et al.24 reported a detailed mechanism and 

proton-transfer pathway for the uncatalyzed and ethylenediamine-catalyzed decarboxylation of 

undissociated OAA in the gas phase and aqueous phase proposed using semilocal density 

functional theory (DFT). They found an uncatalyzed free energy barrier of about 24 kcal/mol and 

an ethylenediamine-catalyzed free energy barrier of approximately 14 kcal/mol, and the 

dehydration of the carbinolamine to form an imine was the rate limiting step for the catalyzed 

reaction. A detailed mechanism for fully deprotonated OAA at pH 8.0 with and without catalysis 

by protonated ethylenediamine was calculated by Cheng et al.25 When fully deprotonated, the 

dehydration of the carbinolamine was still the rate limiting step, but the free energy barrier was 

greater: 49 kcal/mol with ethylenediamine catalysis (the free energy barrier and rate limiting step 

without a catalyst were not discussed). Finally, Fan et al.26 used DFT to compare several protonated 

diamine catalysts in the decarboxylation of OAA’s anions (OAA- and OAA2-). They calculated the 
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decarboxylation step to have the highest free energy for OAA2- in the presence of all diamine 

catalysts, while the dehydration of the carbinolamine was rate-determining for OAA- with most of 

the catalysts.  

We have examined the chemistry of OAA in the presence of varying, atmospherically 

relevant concentrations of NH4+ and SO42-, as well as Na+ and Cl- for comparison, which simulate 

a number of aqueous conditions found in the atmosphere. We also report electronic structure 

calculations in order to generate the energy diagrams of both the uncatalyzed and ammonium-

catalyzed decarboxylation of OAA. We propose that the ammonium-catalyzed reaction goes 

through a six-membered ring transition state which is analogous to the known transition state of 

the uncatalyzed reaction, as presented in Scheme 2. We compare the activation energies of both 

mechanisms to validate our experimental results. We show that decarboxylation in the presence of 

ammonium occurs on time scales of hours, and therefore controls the lifetime of OAA, and likely 

all other 3-oxocarboxylic acids, in the presence of ammonium sulfate aerosols. 

 

Scheme 2. The proposed mechanism for OAA’s decarboxylation including the six-membered ring 

transition state a) without catalyst and b) in the presence of ammonium. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Aging 

OAA (97% purity) was purchased from Millipore Sigma. Ammonium sulfate (99% purity), 

ammonium bisulfate (98% purity), ammonium chloride (99% purity), and sodium sulfate (99% 

purity) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. All compounds were used without further 

purification. OAA was dissolved in pure Milli-Q water or solutions of varying concentrations of 
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ammonium sulfate, ammonium bisulfate, sodium sulfate, or ammonium chloride to make 1 mM 

solutions of OAA. The OAA dissolved promptly upon contact with the solution, so minimal 

mixing was required. The time between solution preparation and the beginning of measurements 

was minimized (< 5 min) to control the amount of time spent in the aqueous phase, allowing for 

the observation of as much of the decarboxylation reaction as possible. The rate of the 

decarboxylation reaction shown in Scheme 1 was monitored using the peak in absorbance at 260 

nm using a UV-Vis spectrometer (Shimadzu UV-2450) which was programmed to collect a 

spectrum at set time intervals, ranging from 10 to 30 min depending on the rate at which the 

absorbance decayed. The 1 mM OAA concentration was specifically chosen to provide a starting 

260 nm absorbance around one to ensure good signal-to-noise ratio. We did not vary the starting 

concentration in these experiments since OAA exhibited first-order decay. The pH value for each 

starting sample was measured using a Mettler Toledo SevenEasy pH meter. The pH of the solutions 

did not change significantly throughout the experiments, which agrees with previous work.27,28 

Rate Constant and Branching Ratio Calculations 

Rate constants and standard deviations were determined by fitting the absorbance at 260 

nm over time to a first-order rate law. Sample fits to the data are shown in Figures S1-S3. The 

decarboxylation reaction has also been shown to be first order in previous studies.21,29 

To determine the importance of the decarboxylation reaction relative to other loss 

processes, the measured rate constants were converted into lifetimes with respect to 

decarboxylation, and compared to calculated lifetimes with respect to oxidation by OH using the 

method described in Ref.30 We define Q below as the ratio of the rate of oxidation of OAA by OH 

to the rate of decarboxylation: 

 

𝑄𝑄 = 𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑
𝜏𝜏𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

= 𝑘𝑘𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂[𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂]
𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑

.                (1) 

where τd is the lifetime of OAA with respect to decarboxylation, τOH is the lifetime of OAA with 

respect to OH oxidation, kOH is the bimolecular rate constant for OAA’s reaction with OH, and kd 

the measured unimolecular rate constant for OAA’s decarboxylation. OH concentrations for 

deliquescent particles and cloud/fog water have been estimated to be 10-16 to 10-15 M.31–33  

Therefore, for the purposes of this comparison, OH concentration was assumed to be 10-15 M for 
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most of the discussion, although the implications of higher OH concentrations are addressed 

briefly. 

The reaction rate of OAA with the OH radical has not been previously determined, so the 

structure-activity relationships (SARs) for aqueous OH-oxidation developed by Monod and 

Doussin34,35 were used to estimate kOH for OAA. OAA has multiple acid-base sites and can form 

a gem-diol or enol in the aqueous phase, so the mixture of compounds contributing to its OH 

reactivity is complex. Equilibrium ratios of all possible forms of OAA present in aqueous solutions 

at various pH values were previously determined by Kozlowski et al.20 and were used here to 

determine a weighted rate constant for the OH-oxidation of OAA. The rate constants for the OH-

oxidation of unsaturated compounds were not included in the SARs’ training data set,34,35 so the 

enol forms of OAA could not be calculated. Instead, the OH-oxidation rate of the closely related 

but-2-enedioic acid was used to estimate the OH reactivity of the enol forms of OAA (for 

equilibrium ratios and more details on OH-oxidation calculations, see Tables S2 and S3). 

Computational Details 

To further analyze our experimental results, we performed electronic structure calculations 

to obtain the energy diagrams for both the uncatalyzed and ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation 

of OAA. The main goal of these simulations was to establish the mechanism for decarboxylation, 

rather than quantitatively predict the rate constants, using resource-efficient computational 

methodology. Geometries of the reactants, transition state intermediates, and products were fully 

optimized within DFT using the hybrid exchange correlation functional of Perdew, Burke, and 

Ernzerhof (PBE0)36 in combination with the resolution-of-identity (RI) approximation.37 PBE0 

has been shown to give acceptably accurate barrier heights based on previous work,30 so in the 

interest of computational cost, other hybrid exchange correlation functionals were not tested. 

Polarized triple-zeta valence basis sets (def2-TZVPP)38 were used for all atoms. Very fine size 

four39 (grids) was used for numerical integration, and ground state energies converged to 10-8 Ha. 

Analytical second derivative (Aoforce)40 calculations were performed to confirm that all optimized 

structures were minima of the potential energy surface. In addition to doing calculations for 

isolated molecules, we also performed calculations for molecules in a dielectric medium. To this 

end, the conductor-like screening model (COSMO)41 was employed with the dielectric constant 

for water, 80.1.42 For each proposed mechanism, a search for transition states was performed by 
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scanning the ground state potential energy surface along the carbon C3-C4 bond distance, followed 

by an unconstrained transition state optimization. The validity of the transition state structures was 

checked using numerical finite differences of analytical gradients43 to ensure there was one 

imaginary frequency. The Gibbs free energies of each species within the rigid-rotor harmonic 

oscillator approximation at 25 0C and 1 atm were subsequently calculated. Energy diagrams for 

OAA’s decarboxylation were generated by setting the reference energy of all the reactants to zero. 

All electronic structure calculations were carried out with the TURBOMOLE electronic structure 

program suite, version V7.3.44  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Uncatalyzed Decarboxylation 

Decarboxylation of OAA occurs slowly in pure water, and we re-measured the rate of this 

process in control experiments. The change in the absorbance spectrum over time can be seen in 

Figure 1. We determined the uncatalyzed rate constant for the decarboxylation to be (5.24 ± 

0.95)×10-5 s-1 as an average and standard deviation of two measurements, which shows good 

agreement with previous work (5.5×10-5 s-1).20 This gives OAA a lifetime of about 5 h in a dilute 

aqueous solution, such as a cloud droplet. This is more than two orders of magnitude shorter than 

the lifetime with respect to the oxidation by OH in cloud/fog water (predicted Q = 0.005), so 

decarboxylation will be the major removal pathway for aqueous OAA under these conditions. 
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Figure 1. The absorption spectrum of OAA in water over time. The spectrum shows a peak at 260 

nm which decays with a first order rate constant of (5.91 ± 0.15) × 10-5 s-1 for the trial shown, 

giving OAA a lifetime of about 5 hours with respect to decarboxylation in the absence of 

ammonium ions or other catalysts. 

Effects of Ammonium in Weakly Acidic Solutions (pH 3 to 4) 

The measured pseudo-first-order rate constants (k) and their dependence on salt 

concentrations are shown in Figure 2. Here we plot the rate constants as functions of cation 

(ammonium or sodium) concentration rather than the overall ionic strength because we observe 

that ammonium ion concentration better correlates with changes in the observed rate constants. An 

increase in ammonium sulfate linearly increases the rate constant for the decarboxylation reaction, 

with a slope of about 7×10-5 s-1 per molar ammonium. The dependence of the rate on ammonium 

concentration appears to reach an asymptote above about 2.7 M ammonium. The lifetime of OAA 

at the point the rate levels off is about 1 h. We have confirmed using the E-AIM model II 

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php) that the activity of ammonium ion increases 

smoothly with ammonium sulfate concentration over this concentration range, so the saturation 

above 2.7 M is not due to the changes in activity of ammonium ion.  

Figure 2 compares the measured rate constant for both ammonium sulfate and ammonium 

chloride. The dependence of the measured rate constant on ammonium ion concentration is the 

same regardless of whether the sulfate or chloride salt of ammonium is used, so there are no strong 

anion effects on decarboxylation. Control experiments were performed based on previous work 

which has shown some atmospheric aqueous processes to be influenced by ionic strength.8,45–47 

However, the rate constant for decarboxylation does not show a dependence on salt concentration 

with the addition of sodium sulfate. While we do not plot the data as a function of ionic strength 

in Figure 2, the ionic strength increases with increasing sodium sulfate concentration, so we can 

conclude that the reaction is not appreciably affected by ionic strength in this case.  

http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php
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Figure 2. Pseudo-first order rate constants for the decay of OAA’s absorbance peak at 260 nm as 

a function of cation concentration (ammonium concentration for ammonium sulfate and 

ammonium chloride; sodium concentration for sodium sulfate). The data for ammonium sulfate is 

shown in red, ammonium chloride in black, and sodium sulfate in blue. Error bars represent 

standard deviations computed from the individual fits. As the temperature and pH were not 

intentionally fixed, some spread in the rate constants obtained may be expected due to variations 

in the room temperature or differences in the solution pH. This particularly applies when 

comparing the ammonium sulfate (pH = 3.7 ± 0.3) and ammonium chloride conditions (pH = 3.0 

± 0.3). See Table S1 for more detailed information on the pH of individual experimental trials. 

We can explain the observed behavior of the effective rate constant on [NH4+] if we assume 

that ammonia present in solution converts a small fraction of the carbonyl species into imine 

(Scheme 1), which then decarboxylates at a much higher rate (Scheme 2). The measured relative 

rate of decarboxylation in the presence and absence of dissolved ammonia in the limit of a rapid 

imine-carbonyl equilibrium can be expressed as follows: 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3

= 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖[𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅]+𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐[𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐]

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐[𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐]
≈ 1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒[𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3]

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
  (2) 

Here, [carbonyl] is the starting concentration of OAA, [imine] is the concentration of imine 

assumed to be a minority species in solution ([imine]<<[carbonyl]), kcarbonyl is the rate constant for 

decarboxylation from the carbonyl species (measured to be 5.24×10-5 s-1), kimine is the unknown 
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rate constant for decarboxylation from the imine species, and Keq is the equilibrium constant 

between the imine and carbonyl species.  

𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = [𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅]
[𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐][𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3]

         (3) 

Ammonia is a minor species in solution under acidic conditions, but its concentration can be 

calculated from the acid ionization constant Ka of the ammonium ion: 

𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅 = [𝑂𝑂3𝑂𝑂+][𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3]
[𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂4+]

= 5.6 × 10−10       (4) 

Combining these equations results in a predicted proportionality of the relative decarboxylation 

rate on the ammonium ion concentration, 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3

= 1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

× 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐[𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂4+]
[𝑂𝑂3𝑂𝑂+]       (5) 

This can be related to the pseudo-first order rate constant shown in Figure 2  

𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 × 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐[𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂4+]
[𝑂𝑂3𝑂𝑂+]      (6) 

which is consistent with the observed linear dependence on [NH4+] below [NH4+] ≈ 2.7 M. The 

linearity breaks down at higher concentrations, likely because equilibrium equations (3) and/or (4) 

no longer work at high ionic strengths. It is also possible that our assumption of the rapid 

equilibrium between imine and carbonyl is not valid, which would contribute to the non-

exponential decay of absorbance shown in Figures S1-S3.  

Effects of Ammonium in Highly Acidic Solutions (pH near or less than 1) 

Pseudo-first order rate constants were also measured for solutions of OAA with varying 

concentrations of ammonium bisulfate, shown in Table 1. These experiments showed much slower 

rates of decarboxylation. At these low pH values, there is a strong contribution by the gem-diol 

form of OAA,20 which should decrease the decarboxylation rate because the most likely reaction 

intermediate requires the keto form.24 In addition, the rate is suppressed by the low concentration 

of ammonia needed to produce the imine, resulting in anticorrelation between the effective rate 
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constant and hydronium ion concentration (equation 6).  As a control experiment, we measured 

the decarboxylation rate of OAA in an aqueous solution acidified to pH 1.0 with sulfuric acid in 

the absence of ammonium and found a lifetime of 63.7 hours. This is longer than for the solution 

containing ammonia at the same pH 1.0 (45.2 hours), showing that ammonia does still catalyze the 

decarboxylation even at these highly acidic pH’s. However, the catalytic effect of ammonia is not 

strong enough to counteract the suppression of the decarboxylation rate by the increased acidity. 

Although the gem-diol reacts more readily with the OH radical than the keto form of OAA, 

decarboxylation is still the faster process at an OH concentration of 10-15 M, with branching ratio 

Q ranging from 0.042 for 0.5 M ammonium bisulfate to 0.14 for 2.0 M ammonium bisulfate. If 

particle OH concentrations are higher, for instance 10-12 M as suggested by Ervens et al. in their 

2011 review,48 OH oxidation lifetimes would be much shorter, and the branching ratios would 

shift to 42 for 0.5 M ammonium bisulfate and 140 for 2.0 M ammonium bisulfate. The importance 

of OAA’s decarboxylation reaction will therefore be highly OH-concentration dependent under 

acidic conditions, as acidity greatly decreases the decarboxylation rate.  

Table 1. Data from individual decarboxylation reactions in the presence of ammonium bisulfate. 
 

Ammonium Bisulfate 
Concentration (M) 

Solution pH Rate Constant (s-1) Lifetime (h) 

0 (H2SO4 added) 1.0 (4.36 ± 0.04) × 10-6 63.7 

0.5 1.3 (8.05 ± 0.12) × 10-6 35.5 

0.8 1.0 (6.15 ± 0.10) × 10-6 45.2 

1.5 0.4 (4.49 ± 0.03) × 10-6 62.0 

2.0 0.2 (2.37 ± 0.04) × 10-6 117 

Electronic Structure Calculations 

Two possible reaction pathways for the ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation of OAA are 

presented in Figure 3, one starting from the imine form and one starting from the enamine form of 
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the reaction intermediate. Because most of our experiments were conducted at pH 3 to 4, which is 

higher than the pKa at carbon 1 and lower than the pKa at carbon 4, we began our simulations with 

the mono-deprotonated form of OAA as this should be the majority species in solution. To 

determine which of these pathways is more thermodynamically favorable, the stability of both 

compounds was compared to that of the decarboxylation enamine product. In the gas phase, the 

starting enamine species has a lower free energy (5 kcal/mol) than the imine (7 kcal/mol) relative 

to the product. However, the energy order switches in the aqueous phase (14 kcal/mol for the imine 

versus 9 kcal/mol for the enamine). In both the gas and aqueous phases, the reaction is predicted 

to be exergonic.  

 

Figure 3. The electronic energies of species likely involved in the ammonium-catalyzed 

decarboxylation of OAA. The reference energy of the product was set to 0 kcal/mol, and the 

reference energy of the imine and enamine species were calculated accordingly. Values without 

and with parentheses are the relative free energies in the aqueous phase and the gas phase, 

respectively. All energies were calculated at PBE0/TZVPP level and reported in kcal/mol. 

Figure 4 shows the energy diagrams for the ammonium-catalyzed and uncatalyzed 

decarboxylation processes in the gas and aqueous phases. Our calculations found the transition 

state for the uncatalyzed decarboxylation is stabilized by the formation of a six-membered ring as 

shown in Scheme 2 and Figure 4, in agreement with previous theoretical studies on the uncatalyzed 
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decarboxylation of OAA and related molecules.24,49,50 Our calculated activation energy of 32 

kcal/mol for the aqueous phase uncatalyzed reaction is higher than the experimentally determined 

activation energy of 23.6 kcal/mol reported by Ito et al.,27 but still within a range expected of our 

lower target accuracy. Our calculated energy barriers may be high because we did not allow for 

tunneling in our calculations. In the catalyzed reaction, the decarboxylation proceeds from the 

imine form, and an analogous six-membered ring is formed for the ammonium-catalyzed transition 

state (also shown in Figure 4). The activation energy of the ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation 

is significantly lower than that of the uncatalyzed decarboxylation in both the gas and aqueous 

phase, which is consistent with our relative experimental decarboxylation rates. Replacing OAA’s 

carbonyl with an imine lowers the activation energy for decarboxylation, leading to shorter 

lifetimes in solutions containing ammonium. Comparing the gas and aqueous phase energy levels, 

it can also be seen from Figure 4 that the solvation effect of water stabilizes all the species except 

for the uncatalyzed transition state. 
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Figure 4. (a) Select stationary points of the uncatalyzed (black) and ammonium-catalyzed (blue) 

decarboxylation reaction of OAA. Values without and with parentheses are the relative free 

energies with COSMO (representing the aqueous phase) and without COSMO (representing the 
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gas phase), respectively. (b) Select stationary points of the uncatalyzed decarboxylation of OAA 

without COSMO (gas phase) shown in blue and with COSMO (aqueous phase) shown in black. 

(c) Select stationary points of the ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation of OAA without COSMO 

(gas phase) shown in blue and with COSMO (aqueous phase) shown in black.  All energies were 

calculated at PBE0/TZVPP level and reported in kcal/mol. 

We used the Curtin-Hammett principle to calculate the relative free energies of the 

transition states (𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡).51 

 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡ = 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
‡ − 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅

‡ + 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒ᵒ                 (7) 

𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
‡  and 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅

‡  are the activation energies for decarboxylation from the carbonyl and 

imine, and 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒ᵒ  is the free energy of the carbonyl and imine equilibrium (assumed to be achieved 

faster than the time scale of the decarboxylation process). The gas phase theoretical value of 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡ 

is 14 kcal/mol. Calculating 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡ while including the dielectric constant of water to represent the 

aqueous phase gives 24 kcal/mol.  

The Curtin-Hammett principle also makes it possible to estimate 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡ from our 

experimental results using the following equation: 

𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

= 𝑒𝑒
∆∆𝐺𝐺‡

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅          (8) 

Using equation (6), we determined 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝐾𝐾𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = 12.5 at pH of 4 (see Table S1 for experimental pH 

values) from the experimentally determined slope in Figure 2. Plugging this value into equation 

(8), along with the measured kcarbonyl rate constant, gave us an experimental 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺‡ value of about 

7.3 kcal/mol. The experimentally derived value is considerably lower than the theoretical value 

suggesting that the calculation overestimates the barrier height for the carbonyl species (by about 

8 kcal/mol as discussed above) but underestimates the barrier height for the imine species. It is 

also possible that other forms of OAA that the ones shown in Scheme 2 can decarboxylate making 

the direct comparison between the theory and experiment more challenging.  Despite these 

quantitative discrepancies, which may in part be due to the neglect of proton tunneling on the 

computed barriers, the computations support the experimental observations by suggesting that the 
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decarboxylation reaction proceeds more efficiently along the catalyzed pathway due to a lower 

transition state energy along this pathway. 

Effect of Ionic Strength on the Initial Absorbance Spectra 

It has been demonstrated that increasing salt concentrations can affect absorption spectra 

of aqueous molecules and impact their direct photolysis rates.45,46,52,53 This prompted us to examine 

the effect of the added salts on the initial absorption spectrum of OAA before the decarboxylation 

(Figures S4-S7). 

In all conditions, the addition of small concentrations (less than 1 M) of salts resulted in an 

increase in the height of the main absorption peak at 260 nm. However, further addition of salt 

decreased the 260 nm absorption. The decrease holds true for the solutions containing sodium 

sulfate as well as for the solutions containing ammonium, so we do not believe it is attributable to 

faster decarboxylation with ammonium. This effect was not observed in previous studies on 

pyruvic acid45,52 (another atmospherically important keto-acid and the product of the OAA 

decarboxylation) and is likely a result of changing OAA’s complex equilibrium of species in 

solution. Since the enol form is the major absorbing species for OAA20 any change in the enol 

concentration will change the absorption intensity. Other single-molecule experiments have shown 

that salts can affect absorbance spectra by changing the ratios of species present in solution,46,52 

although these other studies have been on molecules with a less complex set of forms at 

equilibrium. A decrease in relative enol concentration explains why lowering the pH of the 

solutions (in the ammonium bisulfate and sulfuric acid conditions) significantly decreased the 

main absorption peak, as there is a greater fraction of gem-diol and a lower fraction of enol present 

at acidic conditions.20 An additional consequence of increased acidity is reduced absorption above 

300 nm. OAA will absorb less of the sun’s energy under very acidic conditions (pH near or less 

than 1) than at more moderately acidic pH’s, which may affect its photochemistry. 

Another interesting effect is the growth of a shoulder on the main absorption peak with the 

addition of ammonium sulfate (Figure S4), providing more absorption of tropospherically-relevant 

wavelengths. This shoulder, characterized by an increase in absorbance between 270 and 315 nm, 

is attributable to the formation of an enamine,54 which would be particularly interesting if the 

enamine form is not active in the decarboxylation process as could be the case based on our and 
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previous calculations.24–26 Therefore, enamine formation may be a potential pathway for direct 

photolysis to compete with OAA’s decarboxylation. The enamine peak is only visible at pH values 

above about 3.5, as demonstrated by the ammonium chloride-containing absorbance spectra 

(Figure S6). Since ammonium chloride is more acidic than ammonium sulfate or sodium sulfate, 

the ammonium chloride solutions were generally near pH 3 and the enamine peak was not present. 

However, when a drop of 1 N potassium hydroxide was added to the sample solution the pH 

changed from ~3 to ~4 and the enamine band became visible. It is clear from the comparison of 

the initial absorbance spectra that pH, ionic strength, and ionic species can alter the absorption 

spectrum of OAA significantly, and potentially affect its direct photolysis rate. 

CONCLUSION 

The decarboxylation rate of OAA was observed in solutions of ammonium and sulfate salts 

under varying concentrations and compared to the reaction rate in pure water, and electronic 

structure calculations were performed to validate our experimental results. At weakly acidic pH 

values, the rate at which OAA was converted to pyruvic acid linearly increased with addition of 

ammonium up to about 2.7 M ammonium but had no further observable change in rate at higher 

ammonium concentrations. At pH values near and less than 1, the decarboxylation reaction rate 

was reduced by about an order of magnitude, although ammonium still catalyzed the reaction. Salts 

which did not contain ammonium did not accelerate the observed reaction. The DFT calculations 

performed suggest that the energy barrier for decarboxylation is significantly lower from the imine 

(after reaction with ammonium) than from the uncatalyzed carbonyl form: 11 kcal/mol compared 

to 32 kcal/mol.  

When decarboxylation lifetimes were compared to the lifetimes of OAA with respect to 

OH oxidation under corresponding atmospheric conditions, decarboxylation was found to be 

dominant for nearly all cases. These results suggest that the lifetime of OAA will be highly 

dependent on the aqueous system in which it is dissolved. In dilute solutions (such as cloud water) 

and aerosols with low ammonium concentrations, decarboxylation reactions of the type studied 

here will be ammonium (or amine) concentration dependent, but the exact ammonium 

concentration will not be as important in deliquescent particles in cases where the ammonium 

concentration is sufficiently high. At highly acidic pH’s, the importance of decarboxylation will 

depend on the OH concentration, but decarboxylation is still likely to be the dominant removal 
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pathway. The decarboxylation lifetimes calculated here can be summarized as follows: 5 hours in 

dilute water/weakly acidic water without ammonium ions, less than 5 hours and as short as 1 hour 

in water neutralized by ammonium, and tens of hours in more acidic waters. 

Decarboxylation and OH oxidation do not exhaustively describe all possible fates for OAA 

in atmospheric water. For instance, reactions between carboxylic acids and ammonium or 

protonated amines have been shown to contribute to nanoparticle growth.55 Formation of a 

carboxylate salt of this type with the carboxylic acid at OAA’s carbon 4 would inhibit the 

decarboxylation pathway shown in Scheme 2, suppressing decarboxylation in freshly nucleated 

particles. Sulfate-esterification may also occur in sulfate-containing atmospheric solutions, 

particularly at low pH values.56 The methods presented here do not allow us to differentiate sulfate-

esterification from decarboxylation in our highly acidic conditions where sulfate-esterification is 

expected to gain in importance. However, formation of sulfate esters has been shown to result from 

the reactions of epoxides, while their formation from the reactions of alcohols (e.e., enol form of 

OAA) is kinetically unfavorable under atmospheric conditions.57,58 Finally, small ketone-

containing molecules can undergo aldol condensation catalyzed by the presence of ammonium,59 

which could also compete with decarboxylation. The rate of aldol condensation has not been 

measured for OAA, so we cannot directly compare the lifetimes of OAA with respect to 

decarboxylation and aldol condensation. However, rates of aldol condensation for other small 

carbonyl compounds are on the order of 10-5 to 10-7 s-1 – one to three orders of magnitude slower 

than the decarboxylation of OAA is predicted to be under similar conditions.13 We therefore expect 

decarboxylation to be the most important process for OAA in atmospheric particles containing 

ammonium.  

We also expect decarboxylation to be an important removal pathway for other 3-

oxocarboxylic acids, although the reactivity of OAA may not translate directly. Other 3-

oxocarboxylic acids, such as acetoacetic acid and α,α-dimethylacetoacetic acid, have 

decarboxylation rates of the same order of magnitude as OAA in pure water,60,61 and we expect 

ammonium salts to catalyze the decarboxylation reactions of other molecules similarly. However, 

the OH reactivity of these other molecules may differ from OAA. OAA has an especially 

unreactive keto form as a result of its structure (it only has one carbon where hydrogen atoms can 

be abstracted by OH radicals). However, it also has a strong tendency to form a gem-diol (which 
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reacts more quickly with OH) and exists as an enol in small abundances (which reacts very readily 

with OH). Other molecules will likely have a more OH-reactive keto form, be less likely to form 

a gem-diol, and may not have an enol form. It will be useful for future work to determine if/how 

the structure of 3-oxocarboxylic acids affects the ammonium-catalyzed decarboxylation, and if 

OH oxidation becomes more important than decarboxylation for other 3-oxocarboxylic acids. 
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Individual Experiment Data 

Table S1. Data from individual decarboxylation experiments: type of salt added to experimental 

solution, the concentration of salt added, measured solution pH, calculated rate constant from 

pseudo-first-order fit (as well as the fit’s standard deviation), lifetime of OAA in this solution, and 

branching ratio to compare lifetime of OAA with respect to OH-oxidation and decarboxylation. 

The concentration of OAA was approximately 1 mM in all solutions. The branching ratio is 

calculated as 𝑄𝑄 = 𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑
𝜏𝜏𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂

= 𝑘𝑘𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂[𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂]
𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑

, where td is the lifetime with respect to decarboxylation and kOH 

is the rate constant for reaction with OH, so smaller (Q<1) values suggest decarboxylation is the 

faster process for those conditions. Branching ratios are calculated at pH 3.7 for all conditions 

except solutions containing ammonium bisulfate, which are calculated at pH 1. 

Salt Added Salt Concentration 

(M) 

pH Rate Constant ± 1 

Standard Deviation 

(s-1) 

Lifetime 

(h) 

Branching 

Ratio (Q) 

None 0  (4.57 ± 0.01) × 10-5 6.1 6.53 × 10-3 

None 0 3.1 (5.91 ± 0.15) × 10-5 4.7 5.05 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 0.10  (8.75 ± 0.03) × 10-5 3.2 3.41 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 0.25 3.9 (8.19 ± 0.10) × 10-5 3.4 3.65 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 0.50 3.9 (1.24 ± 0.02) × 10-4 2.2 2.40 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 0.50  (1.54 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.8 1.94 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 0.75 3.5 (1.45 ± 0.02) × 10-4 1.9 2.06 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.0 4.0 (1.86 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.5 1.60 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.0 4.0 (1.89 ± 0.02) × 10-4 1.5 1.58 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.35 3.5 (2.54 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.1 1.17 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.48 3.7 (2.52 ± 0.02) × 10-4 1.1 1.19 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.5 4.0 (2.39 ± 0.04) × 10-4 1.2 1.25 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 1.85 3.8 (2.53 ± 0.02) × 10-4 1.1 1.18 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 2.0 4.0 (2.70 ± 0.03) × 10-4 1.0 1.10 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 2.25 3.9 (2.63 ± 0.02) × 10-4 1.1 1.13 × 10-3 

(NH4)2SO4 2.5 4.0 (2.32 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.2 1.29 × 10-3 
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NH4Cl 0.25 3.1 (6.92 ± 0.12) × 10-5 4.0 4.31 × 10-3 

NH4Cl 0.5 3.0 (7.38 ± 0.10) × 10-5 3.8 4.04 × 10-3 

NH4Cl 1.0 3.0 (9.11 ± 0.16) × 10-5 3.1 3.28 × 10-3 

NH4Cl 1.5 2.9 (1.57 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.8 1.90 × 10-3 

NH4Cl 2.0 2.9 (1.97 ± 0.09) × 10-4 1.4 1.51 × 10-3 

NH4Cl 2.5 2.7 (2.35 ± 0.01) × 10-4 1.2 1.27 × 10-3 

NH4HSO4 0.5 1.3 (8.05 ± 0.12) × 10-6 35.5 4.23 × 10-2 

NH4HSO4 0.8 1.0 (6.15 ± 0.10) × 10-6 45.2 5.54 × 10-2 

NH4HSO4 1.5 0.4 (4.49 ± 0.03) × 10-6 62.0 7.60 × 10-2 

NH4HSO4 2.0 0.2 (2.37 ± 0.04) × 10-6 117 1.44 × 10-1 

H2SO4 0 1.0 (4.36 ± 0.04) × 10-6 63.7 7.82 × 10-2 

Na2SO4 0.25 3.5 (5.83 ± 0.05) × 10-5 4.8 5.11 × 10-3 

Na2SO4 0.75 3.4 (3.55 ± 0.10) × 10-5 7.8 8.39 × 10-3 

Na2SO4 1.0 3.4 (5.44 ± 0.04) × 10-5 5.1 5.48 × 10-3 

Na2SO4 1.34 3.6 (4.94 ± 0.03) × 10-5 5.6 6.03 × 10-3 

  

Equilibrium Ratios of OAA’s Forms in Solution 

Table S2. The possible forms OAA takes in solution and the abundances as determined by 
Kozlowski et al.1  

Structure pH 3.7 (%) pH 1 (%) 

Protonated keto form 

0 3.4 

 H2A keto form 

0.2 10.6 
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 H2A enol form 

0.4 3.4 

 H2A gem-diol form 

1.3 75.5 

 HA- keto form 

45.5 4.6 

 HA- enol form 

5.9 0.6 

 HA- gem-diol form 

19 1.9 

 A2- keto form 

24 0 

 A2- enol form 

3.2 0 

 

Table S3. Values used to calculate OH rate constants. The protonated keto form could not be 

included in the calculation of the OH-oxidation rate constants, so values from Table S2 were 

renormalized to exclude it from the calculation. We do not expect this to have a significant effect 

on the calculated OH-oxidation rate as the keto forms generally react an order of magnitude more 

slowly than the gem-diol forms,2 and the protonated keto form only accounts for 3.4% of the 

abundance at pH 1 and is not present at pH 3.7.1 OH-oxidation rate constants for the enol forms of 

OAA were also not calculable using the SAR.3,4 However, but-2-enedioic acid, which has the same 
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structure as enol OAA with the exception of enol OAA’s vinylic alcohol group, reacts quickly 

with the OH radical (6 × 109 M-1 s-1; see fumaric acid and maleic acid in Buxton et al.5). 

Additionally, but-2-enedioic acid only has two equivalent hydrogens which may be abstracted by 

OH, so the reactivity of each hydrogen should be half of but-2-enedioic acid’s total OH reactivity, 

or 3 × 109 M-1 s-1. We therefore assumed the OH reactivity of enol OAA’s vinylic hydrogen to be 

equivalent to the reactivity of one of but-2-enedioic acid’s vinylic hydrogens and the OH reactivity 

of enol OAA’s vinylic alcohol group to be 6.9 × 107 M-1 s-1, which is the base value for alcohol 

groups in the SAR.3 

Form OH-oxidation rate 

constant (M-1s-1) 

Ratio used for pH 3.7 

(%) 

Ratio used for pH 1 

(%) 

H2A keto form 7.01 × 106 0.2 11.0 

H2A enol form 3.07 × 109 0.4 3.5 

H2A gem-diol form 2.61 × 108 1.3 78.2 

HA- keto form 1.23 × 107 45.5 4.8 

HA- enol form 3.07 × 109 5.9 0.6 

HA- gem-diol form 4.51 × 108 19.0 2.0 

A2- keto form 4.22 × 107 24 0 

A2- enol form 3.07 × 109 3.2 0 

Final rate constant 

for OH oxidation 

 2.98 × 108 M-1s-1 3.41 × 108 M-1s-1 

 

Sample Kinetics Fits for Decarboxylation Reaction 

When monitoring the decarboxylation of OAA by UV-Vis, it can be seen (Figures S1-S3) 

that the decrease at 260 nm is not strictly a first-order decay until after some time has passed, 

corresponding to the keto/enol and keto/gem-diol conversions both reaching equilibrium. Since 

the conversion between OAA’s keto and gem-diol forms is faster in water than between the keto 

and enol forms,6 it is likely the keto/enol interconversion that controls the change in the pre-

equilibrium absorbance. However, to the best of our knowledge, the rate of keto/enol 

interconversion has not been determined at pH values smaller than 5 (although the keto/enol 
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equilibrium ratios are available1). At pH values above 5, the rate has been shown to be highly pH 

dependent,6 so it would not be reasonable to apply rate constants obtained at higher pH values to 

our data. In any case, the expected first-order kinetics are observed after the solution has had time 

to reach keto/enol equilibrium. To avoid interference from the solution equilibration, we began 

fitting once the data had adopted a first-order decay pattern. The first point for the fit was chosen 

by performing sample fits beginning at each data point, then using the one with the earliest starting 

point with which the later fits agree within the standard deviation of the chosen fit. This difference 

is small under conditions of high ammonium concentration (0 to 5 percent), but much larger with 

low ammonium concentrations (5 to 10 percent) and/or high acidity (10 to 25 percent). 

 

Figure S1. Absorbance at 260 nm, normalized to time 0, for 1 mM OAA in pure water. The data 

is shown with individual dots and the fit with a solid line. 
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Figure S2. Absorbance at 260 nm, normalized to time 0, for 1 mM OAA in 1 M ammonium sulfate 

solution. The data is shown with individual dots and the fit with a solid line. 

 

Figure S3. Absorbance at 260 nm, normalized to time 0, for 1 mM OAA in 1.54 M ammonium 

bisulfate solution. The data is shown with individual dots and the fit with a solid line. 
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Initial Absorbance Spectra for Each Salt System 

         Although all solutions were prepared at close to 1 mM concentrations of OAA as possible, 

the actual concentration of each solution was used to scale each spectrum by 1mM/(exact 

concentration)  to make the peak heights more directly comparable in Figures below. 

 

Figure S4. Initial absorbance spectra for solutions containing ammonium sulfate. 
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Figure S5. Absorbance spectra for OAA in ammonium bisulfate at their maximum value. 

 

Figure S6. Initial absorbance spectra for solutions containing ammonium chloride. The traces in dashed 

lines have the pH adjusted to 4.0 so that the enol band is present as in the ammonium sulfate conditions. 

 

Figure S7. Initial absorbance spectra for solutions containing sodium sulfate. 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Deprotonated Imine 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
       17 -510.3349531413      508.2915145735     -1018.626467715 
$coord 
   -4.78515425662849     -0.74763417640674     -0.03163919229291  c 
   -2.29291991911946      0.76900291748500     -0.01420992174409  c 
    0.14524943365906     -0.65639863840006     -0.03028707484980  c 
    2.59261394688963      0.83141153945583     -0.02457943271809  c 
    0.18028088307231     -1.91646002091955     -1.66689517115228  h 
    0.18789662013595     -1.93728974107206      1.59028762542637  h 
   -2.31527212246562      3.16291382864154      0.01427597658222  n 
   -6.74533269599123      0.55647464646568     -0.02216958867767  o 
   -4.57080946090254     -3.08818960654221     -0.05278572689850  o 
    2.44382108154830      3.31055190140840      0.00609641739918  o 
    4.61721802993885     -0.24397932950426     -0.04652385769604  o 
    0.56787680066169      3.79345418486884      0.01742769987252  h 
   -4.13367232012813      3.80800600329577      0.02159284297382  h 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
    17 -510.3349531413      508.2915145735     -1018.626467715 
$end 
$coord 
   -4.78515425662849     -0.74763417640674     -0.03163919229291  c 
   -2.29291991911946      0.76900291748500     -0.01420992174409  c 
    0.14524943365906     -0.65639863840006     -0.03028707484980  c 
    2.59261394688963      0.83141153945583     -0.02457943271809  c 
    0.18028088307231     -1.91646002091955     -1.66689517115228  h 
    0.18789662013595     -1.93728974107206      1.59028762542637  h 
   -2.31527212246562      3.16291382864154      0.01427597658222  n 
   -6.74533269599123      0.55647464646568     -0.02216958867767  o 
   -4.57080946090254     -3.08818960654221     -0.05278572689850  o 
    2.44382108154830      3.31055190140840      0.00609641739918  o 
    4.61721802993885     -0.24397932950426     -0.04652385769604  o 
    0.56787680066169      3.79345418486884      0.01742769987252  h 
   -4.13367232012813      3.80800600329577      0.02159284297382  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Deprotonated Enamine 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
      1 -510.1959462169      507.7392400550     -1017.935186272 
    14 -510.2395310178      508.2800472763     -1018.519578294 
$end 
$coord 
   -6.25582272553272     -0.47790944158188      0.37156797756573  c 
   -3.47297014761418      0.39066987378600     -0.13921344165913  c 
   -1.48700818847376     -1.24265002451863      0.16350502915569  c 
    1.11953742426624     -0.72205113147835     -0.22902615478086  c 
   -3.38839674867898      2.79773078243661     -0.85999660847036  n 
   -1.96631339578729     -3.13132008985668      0.76689265265097  h 
    1.65784382168735      1.72361874683273     -1.00258072947519  o 
    2.90210971080549     -2.16350683783555      0.03481418541245  o 
   -6.54773202742642     -2.68735921569896      1.05742131104828  o 
   -7.84213520401772      1.23660617041641      0.00325592767208  o 
    3.46942376102651      1.71277947755431     -1.16529258617255  h 
   -5.13736337241748      3.58157857120686     -0.93486881934089  h 
   -1.75987342137447      3.67419207930544     -1.27015035394861  h 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -510.1959462169      507.7392400550     -1017.935186272 
    25 -510.3431509366      508.2876771049     -1018.630828041 
$end 
$coord 
   -6.21459817096023     -0.50464941400774      0.37527493519921  c 
   -3.48843926287912      0.41759463786338     -0.14511028633867  c 
   -1.51248005742633     -1.22595369470416      0.16091367560319  c 
    1.11109731901526     -0.71712360008326     -0.23015141484873  c 
   -3.38539753939801      2.82131955086889     -0.86532825888788  n 
   -1.98163051667599     -3.11672288395676      0.76329162512486  h 
    1.65126189216568      1.67238341343962     -0.98515060065886  o 
    2.82908308041478     -2.24173601714510      0.06213598504373  o 
   -6.48320564064128     -2.73183744530054      1.07035592945842  o 
   -7.89710873908067      1.11757703902127      0.03606579751249  o 
    3.46132815406267      1.78395969871264     -1.18653011011987  h 
   -5.05346952796942      3.73248988897620     -0.98583459826963  h 
   -1.74514150416479      3.68507778688386     -1.27360428916062  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Catalyzed Decarboxylation Transition State 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -510.1969052890      507.9858345840     -1018.182739873 
    58 -510.2169666653      508.2289497001     -1018.445916365 
$end 
$coord 
   -3.44199569194660     -0.42114867937203     -1.03094673842939  c 
   -0.99193041588579      0.13554936588399      0.51968100723091  c 
    0.87659042256370     -1.65092703612057      0.98511632797023  c 
    3.86302014880163     -0.47140900584468     -0.97237856022873  c 
    0.42927336507091     -3.54738202817216      0.37373441114186  h 
    1.96432520452999     -1.48008741170443      2.71799767115989  h 
   -3.81455578889647     -2.65380149794210     -1.58328025860197  o 
   -4.70400440119252      1.52519880330530     -1.47155019211526  o 
   -0.83255813458357      2.52228916218088      1.23555280907812  n 
    4.68278247322351     -2.23874966876125     -2.11463156044942  o 
    4.22997368187346      1.70893459802325     -0.43302726063385  o 
   -2.20790418838354      3.58043259047400      0.40299705012911  h 
    0.87811125030310      3.23366982387751      1.67914173737672  h 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -510.3142144989      508.2321731367     -1018.546387636 
    21 -510.3142599535      508.2602631873     -1018.574523141 
$end 
$coord 
   -3.03427366688651     -0.76643828474428      0.20788879181380  c 
   -1.03939457357870      0.96726068396646     -1.02283606918911  c 
    0.90546224932917     -0.00356986021305     -2.44755634719791  c 
    3.69285828077633     -0.29432570295772      0.44164344456781  c 
    2.05094187905678      1.24819226439226     -3.59722429715666  h 
    0.75141914790139     -1.95516626173509     -3.01437081803248  h 
   -2.94656744421013     -3.04610726525747     -0.34459969292991  o 
   -4.55407910764890      0.32498933115536      1.65002471961029  o 
   -1.32282475657175      3.39310480756612     -0.47023784699543  n 
    4.21299871542780     -2.47655302982087      0.51127127093896  o 
    4.05129747804315      1.80501292306534      1.14742841362094  o 
   -2.68511386709092      3.84081888423959      0.78401570305802  h 
   -0.10928302499998      4.72270745696458     -1.07478144796341  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Catalyzed Decarboxylation Intermediate 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -321.7189111597      320.1485782980     -641.8674894577 
    11 -321.7450882603      320.4612986593     -642.2063869196 
$end 
$coord 
   -6.06464364938709     -0.53468554493112     -0.00000137843277  c 
   -3.58173048211600      1.04273027045942     -0.00001435628898  c 
   -1.28068079363292     -0.02709941714606     -0.00000511147927  c 
   -4.08127242637692      3.56902225525004      0.00000088154673  n 
   -1.16612945774178     -2.06467531254580     -0.00000049324144  h 
    0.44844731675615      1.08225101863541      0.00000140187489  h 
   -8.03301058742519      0.78824415348753     -0.00002060588175  o 
   -5.84620862958625     -2.86397015643672      0.00001959120385  o 
   -5.94876491229124      3.95981433765945      0.00001868495789  h 
   -2.73233026199513      4.89200851355313      0.00000138574086  h 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -321.8354956969      320.1674231425     -642.0029188393 
    10 -321.8542154782      320.4877674691     -642.3419829473 
$end 
$coord 
   -6.03352619679689     -0.54877804561190     -0.00011583452509  c 
   -3.61763952141288      1.05513214557129     -0.00012676644241  c 
   -1.31973373927497     -0.03059710566772     -0.00083078884260  c 
   -4.07912302038535      3.58326764985491     -0.00049993534892  n 
   -1.18754250542507     -2.06619153944276     -0.00083922929542  h 
    0.40281560517282      1.07998139006151     -0.00150354918450  h 
   -8.06904817776008      0.66489761895855     -0.00557547909084  o 
   -5.79979154864590     -2.89435691121703      0.00507340129222  o 
   -5.89504799800915      4.13173031543696      0.00265361475757  h 
   -2.68768678125887      4.86855460004147      0.00176456667994  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Catalyzed Decarboxylation Product 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -321.7292603270      320.1981841977     -641.9274445247 
    10 -321.7565695832      320.4775535500     -642.2341231333 
$end 
$coord 
   -6.00785085947250      3.64406453019673     -0.00675559406776  c 
   -3.42463877408778      5.05303154702654      0.00247983061051  c 
   -1.07373895057244      3.48265518546369      0.00131340310631  c 
   -1.06591126462617      2.22805868149981      1.64048218867222  h 
    0.60080248156940      4.68669057906609      0.00828731966653  h 
   -1.06015776043284      2.23909213891064     -1.64620509277910  h 
   -3.30669309226137      7.44853401048599      0.01072556759664  n 
   -7.89328205744320      5.05422813022262     -0.00520140432359  o 
   -5.87001883863567      1.29477027007249     -0.01451980541862  o 
   -5.16757936550019      8.01030208872290      0.00939358693682  h 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -321.8384766030      320.2166066723     -642.0550832753 
    10 -321.8590884559      320.5026825511     -642.3617710070 
$end 
$coord 
   -5.98775408372597      3.65165076818780     -0.00675710392156  c 
   -3.41666725484977      5.03828773035572      0.00303611847124  c 
   -1.07314833002027      3.47722689252460      0.00050021480328  c 
   -1.04371506076006      2.23198546863177      1.64618979363850  h 
    0.59893167380359      4.67815341723597      0.00774979970246  h 
   -1.03877028587727      2.24526282945070     -1.65512392902036  h 
   -3.32817925613785      7.43523359196750      0.01283028185782  n 
   -7.90360708971065      5.03250614407513     -0.01297882273285  o 
   -5.91301237190218      1.29647980684953     -0.00732731654224  o 
   -5.16314642228234      8.05464051238878      0.01188096374375  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Deprotonated Oxaloacetic Acid 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -530.0297541909      527.5074196714     -1057.537173862 
    45 -530.1045271545      528.1354360043     -1058.239963159 
$end 
$coord 
   -4.27925690580448     -1.02487277213909     -0.08767686213387  c 
   -1.88586851542744      0.57356900623240     -0.19961144721638  c 
    0.54112934754141     -0.86131389741863      0.29506639304730  c 
    3.03143546275298      0.56348177854812      0.25162433320910  c 
    0.64219882163677     -2.39692301252422     -1.08380750120346  h 
    0.35806367912104     -1.80367600875511      2.12434816962884  h 
    2.88471078525673      3.00082024754497     -0.28399988828257  o 
    5.01496239167232     -0.47348395429110      0.67680522323942  o 
   -5.28512325440048     -1.09915124764101      2.02517991359323  o 
   -4.77608978125121     -2.07812850328982     -2.12242826389612  o 
    1.03848287495585      3.39329392224995     -0.53711887901570  h 
   -1.85931282580445      2.84592445663602     -0.67051490219500  o 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -530.1352455991      527.4840650194     -1057.619310619 
    57 -530.1996174736      528.1444484406     -1058.344065914 
$end 
$coord 
   -4.27443766867239     -1.04827968043390     -0.04382395900774  c 
   -1.86036730225126      0.51656354760708     -0.18587252536262  c 
    0.57080471005614     -0.87438186599697      0.28318267894909  c 
    3.01853656461352      0.60075196668801      0.23194757575507  c 
    0.71089435627155     -2.39728272402729     -1.10979159226384  h 
    0.43341228838345     -1.83826872198742      2.10692225302715  h 
    2.87248201961391      3.03013128990328     -0.31203874319458  o 
    5.02380920804457     -0.40095516005268      0.66382913794745  o 
   -5.34305692195763     -1.04857475669105      2.04658569080676  o 
   -4.85517731753431     -2.13640280748665     -2.04290047320715  o 
    1.05833608328486      3.46053184246479     -0.57608083365605  h 
   -1.92990393960336      2.77570708516518     -0.67409292101872  o 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Uncatalyzed Decarboxylation Transition 
State 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -530.0450625309      527.6086371147     -1057.653699646 
    62 -530.0577409784      527.8465879239     -1057.904328902 
$end 
$coord 
   -3.93293222139808     -0.24748122384297      0.26635480020379  c 
   -1.17794198229385      0.37338054852618     -0.30649059240391  c 
    0.66260061953111     -1.74802808036896     -0.23749116320631  c 
    4.13071418158366     -0.40817810761207      0.44164999945593  c 
    0.90412811389642     -2.57679119162057     -2.10771128125337  h 
    0.24852548554602     -3.17993111991076      1.17039498026022  h 
    4.14073406888186      1.99967370097528      0.02976876698887  o 
    5.81534935617802     -1.75704847607465      1.05837969141626  o 
   -4.27948191074677     -0.43484181708550      2.58184425723923  o 
   -5.33917938186392     -0.53088503873973     -1.57594733922257  o 
    2.28466207268850      2.48846812265245     -0.42198200554477  h 
   -0.43887207395532      2.54319398357216     -0.77155615885072  o 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -530.1425614117      527.8549779781     -1057.997539390 
    71 -530.1425628306      527.8701542930     -1058.012717124 
$end 
$coord 
   -3.69319402159054     -0.49356695131291      0.22796841918397  c 
   -1.14917559810936      0.64593410566187     -0.48524387114702  c 
    0.63111270631076     -0.84471748303088     -1.96918412737252  c 
    4.02004571247071     -0.40493483932685     -0.04632768061470  c 
    1.22620796954637      0.08733292058833     -3.70286330890529  h 
    0.25446925162370     -2.84647147802345     -2.16717250772574  h 
    4.00983237192440      1.79769599772889      0.96505873183049  o 
    5.58590972270708     -1.99830634353051     -0.09783389516654  o 
   -3.56072929488055     -2.12704951111625      1.91597758563893  o 
   -5.56511204229214      0.31490504927729     -0.93518324931087  o 
    2.25573611804102      2.58206283089047      0.66702682731240  h 
   -0.56578476596594      2.78677978450797      0.27280225915857  o 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Uncatalyzed Decarboxylation Intermediate 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -341.5897095674      340.1266176292     -681.7163271966 
    13 -341.6240598518      340.3133673526     -681.9374272044 
$end 
$coord 
   -4.34884724771373     -2.93625653164959     -0.09263753776147  c 
   -2.17655424229989     -0.99470702779651     -0.01294304629221  c 
    0.27819033969752     -1.56307245545124     -0.11661582949476  c 
    0.80325716358594     -3.52989426317681     -0.26802055388390  h 
    1.72551975603691     -0.11489614708325     -0.05300309406167  h 
   -3.10564633222349      1.36069280992683      0.17631988305860  o 
   -6.46876298147314     -1.83655953471010      0.03713572612857  o 
   -3.86490686562413     -5.20765706157978     -0.26233394300986  o 
   -4.94535571423761      0.90916596910460      0.19168432501952  h 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -341.6995770143      340.1513421545     -681.8509191688 
    12 -341.7224569113      340.3450131645     -682.0674700759 
$end 
$coord 
   -4.33396839036417     -2.94614610061270     -0.09372351904245  c 
   -2.19970449276889     -1.01199087886447     -0.01326569820195  c 
    0.24970175578718     -1.58008271179576     -0.11716532613140  c 
    0.80154499876326     -3.53897431091672     -0.26881906131436  h 
    1.69467954267732     -0.13170104435523     -0.05341666008015  h 
   -3.08362559475712      1.37380452081466      0.17682317629093  o 
   -6.49284019444859     -1.94832424612322      0.02955902675874  o 
   -3.82036239466945     -5.22804408823156     -0.26461675127167  o 
   -4.91853135447119      1.09827461766917      0.20421074269512  h 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Uncatalyzed Decarboxylation Product 

 
Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -341.5972811121      340.1835117557     -681.7807928678 
    33 -341.6241347550      340.3385371933     -681.9626719483 
$end 
$coord 
   -1.17942299968227     -2.13770291470677     -1.10008444703973  c 
    0.41869123709948     -0.02057213746003      0.06415927392776  c 
    2.64377775773625     -0.94660175430437      1.61118158206846  c 
    1.94572628345406     -2.15686884973015      3.13160035698809  h 
    3.70454255275967      0.64350455438844      2.38507067138711  h 
    3.85709977469878     -2.10831693326866      0.41054705113886  h 
    0.00824014793949      2.22494725108042     -0.18382106605208  o 
   -2.92263258854826     -2.90576231061702      0.27631690711444  o 
   -0.44156805257392     -2.85359414255369     -3.21379674352865  o 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -341.5972811121      340.1835117557     -681.7807928678 
    44 -341.7301637246      340.3674969094     -682.0976606340 
$end 
$coord 
   -1.17555280574825     -2.12675765235991     -1.09794462436673  c 
    0.46280567812465     -0.07080563201803      0.09229395531265  c 
    2.66986952283871     -0.93777337528771      1.63078704829743  c 
    2.00071694240394     -2.14626428070203      3.16654272758189  h 
    3.71083617846387      0.66584383744154      2.39248862592769  h 
    3.90993600803669     -2.09768917448241      0.45462761575647  h 
   -0.03916616044384      2.15300330901328     -0.22253309506811  o 
   -2.98169756910907     -2.87518721942293      0.21571435827872  o 
   -0.52329368168344     -2.82533704935367     -3.25080302571575  o 
$end 
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Coordinate Files for Optimized Geometries of Carbon Dioxide 

Without COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -188.4770559969      187.6153602092     -376.0924162061 
     11 -188.4792997339      187.8206011469     -376.2999008808 
$end 
$coord 
   -0.79870713486122      3.48581060521619      0.78908068363827  c 
    1.05929405167456      4.62384666540040      1.17867975137030  o 
   -2.65670296143107      2.34776589490544      0.39948059429985  o 
$end 
With COSMO 
$energy      SCF               SCFKIN            SCFPOT 
     1 -188.4770559969      187.6153602092     -376.0924162061 
    16 -188.4821808758      187.8116710016     -376.2938518774 
$end 
$coord 
   -0.79870493454483      3.48580765735266      0.78908037269294  c 
    1.05834231137275      4.62326586578329      1.17848056956138  o 
   -2.65575342144612      2.34834964238811      0.39968008705457  o 
$end 
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